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We prove an upper bound on the maximal rate at which a Hamiltonian interaction can generate
entanglement in a bipartite system. The scaling of this bound as a function of the subsystem
dimension on which the Hamiltonian acts nontrivially is optimal and is exponentially improved over
previously known bounds. As an application, we show that a gapped quantum many-body spin
system on an arbitrary lattice satisfies an area law for the entanglement entropy if and only if any
other state with which it is adiabatically connected (i.e. any state in the same phase) also satisfies
an area law.
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Introduction Entanglement is one of the defining trade-
marks of quantum mechanics, appearing ubiquitously,
both at the theoretical and experimental level. For many
of the applications, notably in quantum optics, nuclear
magnetic resonance and condensed matter physics, it is
the optimal creation of entanglement that is important,
and much experimental effort has been devoted to this
process. A fundamental question then is, given some
Hamiltonian interaction between two subsystems A and
B, what is the maximal rate at which the Hamiltonian
evolution can generate entanglement [1–3]? It is this dy-
namical question that we study in this paper, and we
will provide a tight upper bound for the maximal en-
tanglement rate in the most general setting. But as we
will show in the second part of the paper, this issue also
has important consequences for the static entanglement
properties of quantum many-body systems.

Over the past decade it has been realized that looking
at entanglement properties provides a new window on
these systems, allowing an improved classification of
different quantum phases of matter [4–6]. In partic-
ular it was found that the entanglement distribution
for gapped systems always seems to have the same
characteristic behavior [7]: for two arbitrary connected
subsystems, the entanglement entropy scales like the
boundary area (with small logarithmic corrections for
critical systems), rather than the volume as one would
expect for random states. This so called area law has
important consequences for the efficient representability
of quantum many-body states. And as such it has served
as a guiding principle for the formulation of the different
successful numerical tensor network methods that have
emerged in the last years [8]. However, so far the area
law has only been proven for gapped one-dimensional
systems [9, 10]. Our results provide a step in the
direction of a general proof for higher dimensions. Using
the formalism of quasi-adiabatic continuation [11], our
bound on the entanglement rate allows us to show
that within a gapped quantum phase, a subsystem’s

entropy is constant up to a term that scales like its
boundary area. This then implies that an area law for
one particular system automatically carries through to
all other systems in the same quantum phase. A similar
statement was made in the concluding remarks of [12],
but it turns out that the argument presented there
was not strong enough as it only applied to adiabatic
evolution and not to quasi-adiabatic as is needed for
proving area laws. Also, this stability of the area law
under adiabatic evolution was claimed by Michalakis in
[13], but he needed extra assumptions on the decrease of
the Schmidt coefficients and his results also contain an
extra prefactor which scales superlogarithmically with
the area [14].

Let us now first return to the problem of bound-
ing the maximal dynamical entanglement rate for bi-
partite systems. We consider a pure state |Ψ〉 on a
system aABb, for which the time evolution is gov-
erned by the unitary operator U(t) = ei(HaA+HbB+HAB)t.
The entanglement entropy between subsystems aA
and Bb can be quantified by the von Neumann en-
tropy, SaA(t) = −Tr ρaA(t) log ρaA(t), with ρaA(t) =
TrBbU(t) |Ψ〉 〈Ψ|U(t)†. Accordingly, the entanglement
rate is then defined as:

Γ =
dSaA(t)

dt
|t=0 . (1)

Notice that we are explicitly considering ancillas a and
b that do not directly interact with the other subsys-
tem. But although HaA and HbB do not contribute to
the entanglement rate (1), the ancillas can still influence
this rate indirectly, through their entanglement with the
rest of the system. It is precisely the influence of these
ancillas that we address in this paper. Notice also that
we are looking for a bound on the entanglement rate at
some particular (arbitrary) reference time, as opposed to
a bound on the average rate over some period.

The problem of maximizing Γ was first considered in
[1], for the case where A and B are qubits (dA = dB = 2).
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It was shown that, in the absence of ancillas, Γmax ≡
maxΨ Γ ≤ β||H||, with ||H|| the operator norm of the
interacting Hamiltonian HAB and β ≈ 1.9123. Further-
more the authors observed that ancillas can generically
increase the maximal entanglement rate. The general
case with no ancillas was solved by Bravyi in [2], who
obtained Γmax ≤ c(d)||H|| log d. Here d = min(dA, dB),
the smallest dimension of the interacting subsystems.
The constant c(d) decreases with d, with c(2) = β and
c(d) → 1 for large d. (See also [15] for an alternative
proof that c ≤ 4 in the absence of ancillas.) Remark that
these bounds are optimal, one can always find a particu-
lar HAB for which they are saturated [1, 2].

In [2] the small incremental entangling (SIE) conjec-
ture, attributed to Kitaev, was put forward for the case
of ancilla-assisted entanglement rates:

Γmax ≤ c||H|| log d d = min(dA, dB) , (2)

where c is an order one constant independent of d. Ben-
nett et al had already shown in [3] that the ancilla-
assisted entanglement rate is indeed bounded by a quan-
tity that is independent of the ancilla dimensions, obtain-
ing Γmax ≤ c||H||d4. The results in [2] imply a stronger
bound Γmax ≤ 2||H||d2 and very recently this bound was
further improved by Lieb and Vershynina [16], obtaining
Γmax ≤ (4/ ln 2)||H||d. But for large systems, this last
bound is still exponentially weaker than the conjectured
bound (2). To prove our result on the adiabatic evolution
of the entanglement entropy within a many-body quan-
tum phase, one needs the stronger bound (2), which will
be proven now.

Proof of the SIE conjecture: W.lo.g. we will work with
a normalized interaction Hamiltonian HAB with norm
||H|| = 1. To prove SIE we will start by following the
strategy that was set out in [2]. If we consider the case
where dA ≥ dB the bound (2) that we want to prove
reads: Γ ≤ c log dB . As the right-hand side of this bound
is independent of a and A, we can simply consider the
case da = 1, indeed, we can always extend A to A ⊗ a.
The entanglement rate then reads:

Γ = −i T r (HAB [ρAB , log ρA ⊗ IB ]) , (3)

which we can formally recast as:

Γ =
1

p
Λ(p) ≡ 1

p
(−i T r (H[X, log Y ])) , (4)

identifying H = HAB , X = ρAB/d
2
B , Y = ρA ⊗ IB/dB

and p = 1/d2
B ≤ 1/2, and using that the commutator

remains unchanged upon inclusion of the constant factor
1/dB in the log. The idea now is to bound Λ(p) [17] for
general H,X, Y , under the conditions:

||H|| = 1, T rX = p, TrY = 1 0 ≤ X ≤ Y . (5)

These conditions indeed follow from the identification
above, in particular the last inequality follows from

ρAB ≤ dBρA ⊗ IB , as one can easily show (see [2]). It
is clear then, that if we prove that for any matrix di-
mension, Λ(p) ≤ −c′p log p, we will have proven the SIE
conjecture (2) with c = 2c′. We will obtain c = 18.

Let us first do the optimization over H, which can be
cast into a variational problem over all possible projectors
0 ≤ P ≤ I:

max
||H||=1

|Λ(p)| = 2 max
P
|Tr (P [X, log Y ]) | . (6)

Working in the eigenbasis of Y , the quantity |Λ(p)| we
want to bound then reads:

2|
∑
i<j

log
yi
yj

(XijPji −XjiPij)| , (7)

with P some projector and the nonzero eigenvalues yi of
Y in decreasing order: y1 ≥ y2 ≥ . . . ≥ yN > 0 .

It is now useful to group these N eigenvalues in a finite
number of successive intervals:

1 > yi1 ≥ p 1 ≤ i1 ≤ n1

p > yi2 ≥ p2 n1 < i2 ≤ n2

. . .

pk−1 > yik ≥ pk nk−1 < ik ≤ nk (8)

. . .

pk
∗−1 > yik∗ ≥ pk

∗
nk∗−1 < ik∗ ≤ N

Of course some intervals can be empty, in this case we
have nk−1 = nk. We can now rearrange the sum in (7)
as follows (with ik, jk∈ ]nk−1, nk]):∑

i<j

= (
∑
i1<j1

+
∑
i1,i2

+
∑
i2<j2

) + (
∑
i2<j2

+
∑
i2,i3

+
∑
i3<j3

)

+ . . .+ (
∑

ik∗−1<jk∗−1

+
∑

ik∗−1,i
∗
k

+
∑
i∗k<j

∗
k

)

−(
∑
i2<j2

)− (
∑
i3<j3

)− . . .− (
∑

ik∗−1<jk∗−1

)

+(
∑

i1,ik>2

+
∑

i2,ik>3

+ . . .+
∑

ik∗−2,ik∗

) . (9)

Our bound then follows from separately bounding the
absolute values of all individual bracketed terms in this
sum. This of course leads to a bound on the absolute
value of the full sum in (7).

The logic behind the particular rearrangement (9) is
twofold. First of all, the sum on the last line now only
runs over pairs (i, j) that are separated by at least one

interval in (8). For any pair in this restricted sum
∑̃

we
therefore have: yj < pyi, which allows for a useful bound
in the following way. We write X as: X = Y 1/2ZY 1/2

with 0 ≤ Z ≤ I, as follows from (5). The contribution to
the bound of (7) then reads:

2|
∑̃
i<j

log
yi
yj
y

1/2
i y

1/2
j (ZijPji − ZjiPij)| , (10)
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which from the Cauchy-Schwarz relation can be bounded
by:

4(
∑̃
i<j

log
yi
yj
y

1/2
i y

1/2
j ZijZji)

1
2 (
∑̃
i<j

log
yi
yj
y

1/2
i y

1/2
j PijPji)

1
2

≤ 4p1/2 log(1/p)(
∑̃
i<j

yiZijZji)
1
2 (
∑̃
i<j

yiPijPji)
1
2

≤ 4p1/2 log(1/p)(

N∑
i,j=1

yiZijZji)
1
2 (

N∑
i,j=1

yiPijPji)
1
2

≤ 4p1/2 log(1/p)(

N∑
i=1

yiZii)
1
2 (

N∑
i=1

yiPii)
1
2

≤ 4p log(1/p) . (11)

On the second line we use x1/2 log(1/x) ≤ p1/2 log(1/p),
if x ≤ p ≤ 1/e2, with x = yj/yi. On the third line we
simply add positive terms in the summation, while on
the fourth line we use Z,P ≤ I. Finally on the fifth line
we use p = Tr(X) = Tr(Y Z) and TrY = 1.

The other terms on the first three lines in (9) are
grouped such that any bracketed term can be rewritten
again as a matrix expression, now on a subspace corre-
sponding to two subsequent intervals in (8) (line one and
two) or to a single interval (line three). This then also
allows for a useful bound. For the first term on line one
for instance we have:

2|
n2∑
i=1

n2∑
j=i+1

log
yi
yj

(XijPji −XjiPij)|

= 2|TrP̃ [X̃, log Ỹ ]|
≤ ||[X̃, log Ỹ ]||1
= ||[X̃, log

(
Ỹ /ỹmin

)
]||1 (12)

≤ || log
(
Ỹ /ỹmin

)
|| ||X̃||1

= log
ỹmax
ỹmin

TrX̃

≤ 2 (p1 + p2) log(1/p) .

Here, on the second line Ỹ denotes the part of Y act-
ing on the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors 1 to n2,
while P̃ ≤ I and X̃ are two semi-positive definite oper-
ators on this subspace. On the third line we use that
the maximum will be reached for P̃ a projector, yield-
ing the trace-norm of the commutator. On line four we
add a constant factor 1/ỹmin in the log, leaving the com-
mutator unchanged. With ỹmin defined as the minimal
eigenvalue of Ỹ , the right-argument of the commutator
is now also semi-positive. This allows us to use the com-
mutator inequality by Kittaneh [18] on line five. Finally
on the last line we use that p2 < yi/yj < 1/p2 for yi, yj
elements of two neighboring intervals (8), and we also
write TrX̃ =

∑n2

i=1Xii ≡ p1 + p2. Defining the full de-

composition of p = TrX as:

p =
∑
k

∑
ik

Xikik ≡
∑
k

pk , (13)

we then find the contribution of the full first and second
line in (9) to the bound of (7):

2(p1 + pk∗ + 2

k∗−1∑
k=2

pk) log
1

p
≤ 4

k∗∑
k=1

pk log
1

p
= 4p log

1

p
.

(14)
In a similar fashion we can bound the contribution of the
third line by p log(1/p). Taking the contributions of the
four lines in (9) together, we finally find the bound (for
p ≤ 1/e2):

Λ(p) ≤ 9p log(1/p) , (15)

which concludes our proof of the SIE conjecture (2), with
c = 18 (and for d =

√
1/p ≥ 3) �.

This is an improvement of the bound in [16] only for
d > 10. But we now indeed recover the optimal log d
scaling of the SIE conjecture (2). Our pre-factor c = 18
itself is probably not optimal. Bravyi put forward the
SIM conjecture, Λ(p) ≤ c”(−p log p − (1 − p) log(1 − p))
[2], and found c” = 1 on numerical examples. We also
seem to find this numerically for matrix dimensions up to
1000. For large d this would lead to Γmax . 2||H|| log d.

Area law for quasi-adiabatic continuation: Two gapped
systems are defined to be in the same phase if and only
if they can be connected by a smooth path of gapped
local Hamiltonians [19]. More explicitly, if we parame-
terize this path with s ∈ [0, 1], all ground states |Ψ(s)〉 of
the continuous family of gapped local Hamiltonians H(s)
then belong to the same phase as |Ψ(0)〉. We can now
employ the bound (2) to put a bound on the variation of
some subsystem’s entanglement entropy, along the path
traced out by s. The formalism of quasi-adiabatic con-
tinuation, first introduced in [11], permits us to write a
Schrödinger equation for the exact evolution along this
path:

d

ds
|Ψ(s)〉 = iK(s) |Ψ(s)〉 . (16)

The power of this formalism lies in the fact that for lo-
cal gapped Hamiltonians H(s), one can show that the
effective Hamiltonian K(s) will in fact be quasi-local
[20, 21]. To be specific (and from now on we largely
follow the notation of [20]), let us write the Hamilto-
nian as a sum of local near(est) neighbor interactions,
H(s) =

∑
i∈λ hi(s), on a D-dimensional lattice λ. For

simplicity we will consider a translation invariant sys-
tem, with ||hi(s)|| = ||h0(s)||. The corresponding effec-
tive Hamiltonian then reads [20]: K(s) =

∑
i∈λ ki(s).

Here, each term ki now has support on the full lattice,
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FIG. 1: The balls of support (for the Manhattan metric) cen-
tered at two points i and j, for two terms ki(s, 4) and kj(s, 2)
in the Hamiltonian K(s). Only the term ki(s, 4) can generate
entanglement across the cut.

but the interaction strength decays for large distances.
That is, we can write this term as:

ki(s) =
∑
r=0

ki(s, r) , (17)

where ki(s, r) has support on a ball with radius r, cen-
tered at the point i, and its magnitude ||ki(s, r)|| =
||k0(s, r)|| decays sub-exponentially with r, either polyno-
mial or superpolynomial, depending on the specific choice
for the filter function in K(s).

If we now take a bipartition of the full system into L
and R, and for the sake of clarity we consider a straight
cut (see Fig.1), we can bound the entanglement rate
along s as follows (working in lattice units a = 1, and
dropping order one pre-factors):

dSL(s)

ds
= i T r(K(s)[ |Ψ(s)〉 〈Ψ(s)| , log ρL ⊗ IR])

= i T r(
∑
i,r

ki(s, r)[ |Ψ(s)〉 〈Ψ(s)| , log ρL ⊗ IR])

.
∑

(iP ,iO)

∑
r≥iO

log dl r
D||kiP ,iO (s, r)|| (18)

. log dlA (
∑
r

rD+1||k0(s, r)||) .

On line three we decompose i = (iP , iO) in the directions
parallel and the direction orthogonal to the boundary
and we apply the bound (2) for each term ki(s, r) sep-
arately. We overestimate d in (2) by equating it to the
full dimension of the subsystem where ki(s, r) is working
on: log d ≈ log dlr

D, with dl the local dimension (and
dropping the geometric volume pre-factor). The restric-
tion on the sum over r follows from the fact that only
the terms that have overlap in both subsystems L and R
can generate entanglement. Finally on the last line, the
sum over the parallel indices gives us the boundary area

A and we have summed the iO index. It is clear then
that we find an area law for the entanglement rate along
quasi-adiabatic continuation, as long as ||k0(s, r)|| decays
faster than 1/rD+2. Specifically, with a little effort one
can read off the following bounds from [20] (up to order
one pre-factors) for the case of a polynomially decaying
filter function:

||k0(r, s)|| . ||h
′||
γ

,

||k0(r, s)|| . rD−1 ||h||||h′||γ
κ3

e−rv/2 +
||h′||
γ

(
ξ

r

)n
,(19)

with ||h|| = ||h0(s)|| and ||h′|| = ||dh0(s)/ds||. γ(s) is
the mass gap, κ and v are two constants that appear
in the Lieb-Robinson bound [22], from which the Lieb-
Robinson velocity reads vLR = κ/v , and ξ = vLR/γ
is the correlation length that follows for gapped systems
[23]. In the case of nearest-neighbor interactions, one
can choose the Lieb-Robinson constants as: κ ≈ ||h|| and
v = 1 . Furthermore, as we mentioned before, the power
of decay n, depends on the specific form of K(s) and can
be chosen freely. For n > D + 2, we can then bound
the sum in the entanglement rate (18), by using the first
bound for r ≤ ξ and the second bound for r > ξ. For the
physically interesting case γ ≤ ||h||, or equivalently ξ ≥
1, the second term of this second bound will dominate,
and we find:∑

r

rD+1||k0(s, r)|| . ||h
′||
γ

ξD+2 , (20)

resulting in the area law:

dSL(s)

ds
. A
||h′(s)||
γ(s)

ξ(s)D+2 log dl, (21)

for the variation of the subsystem entanglement entropy
along an adiabatic path. Upon integration of (21) we
can then conclude ∆SL = SL(s) − SL(0) ≤ Ac̃(s) log dl,
for the subsystem entropy difference for two states
belonging to the same gapped quantum phase. As c̃ is
independent of the system size or boundary area A, we
have indeed shown for the first time that an entropy
area law for one gapped system implies an area law for
all systems within the same quantum phase.

Notice that the formalism of quasi-adiabatic evolution
also works in the case of topological quantum phases
[24]; from (21) we can then indeed conclude that an area
law for the groundstates is protected under adiabatic
evolution within a gapped topological quantum phase.

In conclusion, we have proven an upper bound on the
entanglement that can be generated by any Hamiltonian
which acts on a subsystem of a large bipartite system,
originally conjectured by Bravyi and Kitaev. The cor-
responding bound is optimal to within a constant, and
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its scaling w.r.t. the dimension of the subsystem on
which it acts nontrivially is logarithmic. Our motivation
for proving this bound was to understand the scaling of
the entanglement entropy in ground states of quantum
many-body systems within the same phase. By com-
bining this small incremental entangling theorem with
Lieb-Robinson techniques, we were able to prove that a
ground state of a quantum spin system obeys an area law
if and only if all other ground states in the same phase
obey an area law, and this result is valid in any dimen-
sion and on any lattice. We hope that this might present
a first step in proving the existence of an area law in any
gapped system in higher dimensions.

During completion of our manuscript, Audenaert con-
structed an alternative proof of the SIM conjecture (im-
plying the SIE conjecture) [25].
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